
Only the men of the monument have preserved their identity, and 
through them, the artist who shaped their image, and consummated 
their act in his expression. 

As Lowell closes his poem, he announces, "The Aquarium is 
gone. 11 The old aquarium building has been boarded up,. a: ~e saw 
but there is now a new one. Human beings are now a_pr~mitive 

· 1i·ke the fish· they are now the ones to be inside the species , b • 1 walls of the aquarium, an enclosure that they have. ui t ~p. 
around themselves. And they seem oblivious to their condition, 11 
as the fish once were to their human observers. 

we see the fish-like finned cars nosing around_the monument, 
and we sense their activity. But there is no humanity here, 
only a smell of grease. Man has g~ne ~nderground to garages: 
He moves through society enclosed in his car. He locks up_his 
possessions. He views the rest of his species through a little 
box, or through an image on a paper. The men ~f the monument, at the heart of this city, are indeed out of time and place. 
The words "For the Union Dead:" etched_in that st~ne, are a 
tribute to the men·of our nation who died for their fellow m~n, 
and who yet live on. Now these words carry yet ano~her meaning. 
"For the Union Dead" is also a cry for ~ presen~ Un~on, or society that while physically living, is dead in life,_mechan
ical, e~closed, unhuman. There are no humans here. This Boston 
is a ghost town. 
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The Expansion of Sensibility in the Poems.of Theodore Raethke 

By Dennis Doroff, St. John's University, Collegev1lle 

Theodore Roethke has left his readers a careful, though 
often excruciating, analysis of the process of expanding sensi
bilities. He summarizes the process in three short lines from 
one of his later poems, Meditations of an Old Woman: 

The self says, I am; 
The heart says, I am less; 
The spirit says, you are nothing. 

These lines seem to imply that, as being painfully expands its 
sensibilities, it paradoxically becomes more encroached upon by 
non-being. 

To facilitate treatment of Roethke's handling of this ex
pansion process, I have chosen three of his poems which together 
form a unit unusually representative. The first of the three is 
"The Lost Son." 

Heralded as the epitome of Roethke's first successful se
quence, "The Lost Son" relates the struggle of an unnamed child
protagonist to expand consciousness, as well as simply to survive. 
To explore this early struggle, Roethke has the protagonist, now 
a young adolescent, delve deep into his past in an attempt to 
discover a means to progress. •• This idea of regressing in order 
to progress was a favorite of Roethke. 

The poem begins, according to Roethke hims·elf, as "a ter
,rified running away--with alternate periods of hallucinatory 
waiting. . . . " The lost son is indeed fleeing. He cal ls on his 
little friends in nature, specifically the bird, the snai 1 and 
the worm, to aid him in this his ''hard time." He fishes in "an 
old wound," apparently the repository of his primitive uncon
scious. He never hesitates to enter his past even to primordial 
times. Images of fish, water, the womb, all recur in the poem. 

As the reader continues, he will notice that the poem deals 
with more than just a fleeing. There is also a searching in
volved. Looking everywhere, the child questions: 

Tell me: 
Which is the way I take; 
Out of what door do I go, 
Where and to whom? 

Nature answers only with puzzling responses, like: 
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Dark hollows said, lee to the wind. 

The first part of the poem ends with the protagonist becom
ing aware of his sexuality. To accomplish an intriguing descrip
tion of this fact, Roethke employs standard Freudian sexual sym
bols, such as mouse, cat, house, otter and eel, all pervaded by 
the universal symbol of water. 

Next the lost son carries the regressive search into the 
womb itself: "I feel the slime of a wet nest." There is a sym
bolic scene of begetting, and he begs to move on. "Nibble again, 
fish nerves," he says. 

The crisis of the poem follows shortly. The c~ild st~nds at 
the edge of a wood, reminiscent of Dante. Fill:d with anxiety, 
he feels guilt-producing sexual urges, feels reJec~ed by father 
and mother and relives his expulsion from union with th~ Eden
like natur~l world. The cows and briars, weeds and snake~, s~y 
to him "Die. 11 H,3 separates from nature. He feels cold in his 
new st~te of self-ness. His God becomes "Father Fear," whose 
look "drained the stones." 

There follows a serene passage filled with questions re~i~
iscent of those directed by God at the alienated Job, symb~l1z1ng 
the lost son's separated state. Realizing th: terr~r o~ hi~ new 
situation, he attempts a masturbatory sin. His act 7on implies 
an unwillingness to assume his new role .. The frant 7c act proves 
futile, however, and serves only to bring down on him a new wave 
of guilt. The weight of his situation becomes unbearable, and 
he falls rthrough a dark swirl." 

The next twenty lines or so sum .up the movement of the entire• 
poem, from darkness to light, from unconscious to conscious, fr~m 
exhaustion to renewed potency, to mention just a few: The setting 
is the greenhouse of Roethke's childhood days. All is dark •. The 
roses are breathing silently and the weeds are asleep. Morn7ng 
appears slowly, symbolizing, of course, illumination and begin-
ning rebirth. Then comes steam, bringing warm~h to ~h~ small 
plants. Finally, "Papa is coming!" The God-figu:e is no longer 
obscure or feared. Rather, he brings order and light._ The frost 
melts, and the flowers symbolize the lost son's rebirth as they 
turn toward the light, moving in a slow up-sway. 

The gradual rebirth culminates in_the ~ina~ lines. ,H:re the 
child takes time to meditate upon the 1llum1nat1on, restating 
it in terms of light moving slowly over a frozen field. He won
ders about the nature of the illumination: 

Was it light? 
Was it light within? 
Was it light within light? 
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He seems to wonder if it is a matter of rational understanding 
or one of mysticism. The poem implies that the illumination is 
one of mystic experience. At any rate, it is clear that the 
child, now an adolescent, only partly apprehends the illumination. 
The poem ends with the words, ."It wi 11 come again./ Be s ti 11. / 
Wait." 

The progress outlined in this first poem is one of being 
born and of becoming "something more." Yet this progress is dis
turbed by the agonies of self-assertion and of separating the 
self from its prenatal associations. The progress is not linear, 
but consists rather of an increased complexity of growing capaci
ties. 

When we next encounter the lost son, he is concerned with 
discovering a harmony between his self and nature, as well as 
with becoming aware of the approach of non-being--death. The 
poem is "Four for Sir John Davies." Its dominant image, as 
suggested indirectly by the title, is the dance. The dance 
begins as the symbol of 1i ving one's life in harmony with crea
tion. Roethke 's protagonist observes that the dance is "slow
ing in the mind of man." Despite this he vows "to sing and 
whistle romping with the bears." Approaching a mystic state in 
his dance, he momentarily surpasses natural existence and attempts 
to fling his shadow "at the moon." 

Alone he can dance only so far, however, and quite natural
ly the partner enters, an unmistakably sensual woman. The danc
ing madman finds himself perplexed. His world has become more 
complex with the introduction of this"I-thou" relationship. The 
couple delve into the intensity of physical experience and find 
there something beyond the flesh. They would shout to the horse, 
symbol of reason, that they live beyond their outer skin. De
spite such professed exuberance, however, the reader can sense 
an undercurrent of illusion. It all seems too easy. 

The situation becomes more clear. The couple dance on 
amidst the "lonely pastures of the dead," stretching into the 
past and into the future. The dance becomes a metaphor for 
sexual intercourse as the ghost of the protagonist's father ap
pears, an embodiment of his sexual guilt. As the lovers "take 
arms" against their own obscurity, each becomes the other, with 
explicit implications of creating the spiritual out of the physi
cal. 

In the final section of the poem the woman assumes the role 
of protecting the dancer from the dark powers of the psyche or 
soul, and of leading him to light and salvation, much like 
Dante's Beatrice. 

The entire action of the poem occurs against a background 
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of ''black and shapeless night." The lovers dance to shining 
light and mock the dark night, which remains ominously silent. 
They go even further. They recklessly dare the dark to "reach 
the white and warm" as they combine sexual ecstasy witl1 a mystic 
vision of a transcendent reality. 

The conclusion of "Four for Sir John Davies" is apparently 
unambiguous, but a careful reading reveals that the victory 
won via sexual love is at best tentative. The thought of death 
is not precluded by the performance of love; it is only post
poned, if that. With the inevitable failure of love, the old 
questions concerning non-being return, refusing to be disguised. 
Roethke must persuade himself of death. • 

This he does in the third and final poem under consideration: 

, 

"The Dying Man." Here the confrontation of non-being has the 1 
center of the stage. The poem begins with the words of the dying 
man. His speech seems to imply that death is the destruction of 
a conscious, individual self to perpetuate the universal self. 

Roethke's protagonist, hearing the words of the dying man, 
begins a meditation on the fact of death. He contemplates his 
life and loves, and unexpectedly the ghost of his father appears, 
perhaps again as the embodiment of his sexual guilt. Acknowledg
ing that "all sensual love's but dancing on the grave," the n,ow
adult lost son clearly implies that love must move quickly to 
higher levels if it is to save rather than destroy. A wall en
ters to separate the protagonist from his father's ghost, and, 
alone, the protagonist feels his darkness becoming light. He 
has come to stand in the place of "papa," an impressiye accom
plishment if one recalls the time he fled in terror from Father 
Fear. Yet it is clear that this new light does not effectively 
dispel the black abyss at both ends of man's existence. There 
remains a "dazzling dark behind the sun." 

The protagonist looks to his father for courage to face the 
deep, dark pit of non-being. He admires his father quivering 
"like a bird in birdless air" and desires to emulate such courage. 

In the closing section of the poem, he treats for the last 
time the redemptive qualities of love and art. All such things 
he sees as being unable to do it all "in this last place of 
light.'-' Also he expresses horror at the vision of the dying man 
who saw eternity as the perpetuation of the universal self at 
the expense of the individual self, thereby equating eternity 
with non-being. 

Roethke concludes this third poem with three of his most 
famous lines: 
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he dares to live 
Who stops being a bird, yet beats his wings 
Against the immense immeasurable emptiness of things. 

These lines express the belief that only the man who confesses 
he cannot transcend the human condition, but continues to live 
as if he can, the man who accepts despair and in it finds faith-
only he can dare to live. 

In conclusion then, as I have tried to trace it Roethke, s 
prim~r~ ~o~cern ~eems t~ h~ve been the process of ex;anding 
sensibilities: its beginnings with an individual's birth its 
organic growth, its attainment of maturity and independen~e and 
finally, its confrontation with non-being. ' 
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